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About This Game

Disney The Lion King brings to life the majesty and mystery of Africa through the tale of Simba, a lion cub faced with the
challenging transition to maturity. Now, you too can be part of the adventure!

Driven into the wilderness by his evil uncle Scar, Simba finds salvation and Hakuna Matata with Pumbaa the warthog and
Timon the meerkat.

Tackle heinous hyenas in the elephant’s graveyard, avoid the trampling hooves of stampeding wildebeest as you battle through
10 levels to ensure Simba claims his rightful place as The Lion King.

●Join Simba through 10 levels on his journey from cub to king

●Enjoy adaptations and orchestrations from the award-winning soundtrack, including “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King” and
“Hakuna Matata”

●Jump, climb and fight your way through this adventure, collecting bugs along the way
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Fun and challenging (not mind numbingly challenging) game. Love the design and sound.. This game is set up as point and click
but the puzzles are dumb and when you solve them you don't feel like you accomplished anything you are just given more dumb
puzzles to do. The concept of a psychic cop solving crimes and going back to Jack the Ripper's day in ye' old London, solving
those crimes, and then using them to help her solve the case she's working on in the present is very uniqie and entertaining. I
give gold stars for originality plot wse but ultimately it's just not well done and comes across as slow and dull. If you like point
and click\/puzzle solving games or appreciate unique plot buy it on sale. An amazing game for adults and kids alike.

I played all Skylanders games on console and had about 80% of the toys for it and that was very expensive but with Disney
Infinity 1.0, 2.0, 3.0: Gold Editions you get the game and all the toys unlocked.

Pros.
*Lots to do
*Good graphics
*Fantastic Toybox Mode

Cons.
*Can be a grind to Level every character
*Price on Steam is a little high. RIP anyone trying to get the TF2 items.. Want to go to the moon? Want to be a purple car? Well
with Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon you can. With the games innovative graphics and intuitive controls, it will make you feel like
your on the moon.It has a great soundtrack that rivals that of pajama sam and freddi fish. Its voice acting is also out of this
world. With all these positive things why would you not want to pick up this game.. i started playing the game when a real
thunderstorm was beginning behind the window - so the first thing i admired was atmosphere. game thunder struck little earlier
than a real one - i could compare )
really beautiful game, i didn't expect this graphics quality for this comparably low price.
first person detective story - i'm not sure i played any similar game before.
interesting story, great sound, beautiful minimal user interface - why don't you try it?. Great soundtrack!!. horrible game!!!!!!
the gameplay it's so repetitive and gets boring really quick.
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quot;You never truly know someone until you've taken over their body in a visual novel and walked a mile in their shoes."

I believe the saying goes something like that.

This game certainly lets you see from several perspectives, letting you know that things aren't simply as you expect. It also
tackles some social issues such as depression, and bullying. You'll have to make decisions that matter not just for the girl you're
possessing, but your actual character as well. Can you make good decisions for two people?

A thought provoking game. About 2 hours to play-through and get all the endings.. It is an interesting idea but the controls are
horrible and it gets boring really fast.. The game felt like I was in a bad dream. It was very surreal. I had to keep telling myself I
was fine and nothing could hurt me.

The only thing I disliked about the demo was the arm swing locomotion. I've been wanting a game with simulated walking as
means of locomotion, but the arm swing gave a very jerky forward movement. When I walk IRL I move forward at a regular
pace and was hoping for something similar.. Yep, this is the best Porsche DLC hands down. But you're probably going to buy
them all anyway =p. A very memorable game. I played the 2012 version and I wouldn't ever forget how great that game is,
which is why I really wanted to get the remastered version. I really enjoyed the extra difficulty with harder puzzles and extra
dialogue.. It's an amazing game!,

Looks like simple but when you start to play it, that becomes a really big challenge with all that enemies around the screen all
the time, the multiplayer game is so funny to play with friends, and you can pass several hours playing without getting bored.
You need really good reflexes to move along the levels making it difficult and really vicious.

Highly recommended for all those player that are looking for hard challenges!
. I love these story mission DLCs. I hope Stardock keeps them coming, obviously with just as many feature DLCs. I love this
game, but do agree it has lots of room to improve. I think DLCs are the best way to achieve this improvement, as game prices
have been the same for more than a decade. DLCs are the way the industry survives because most gamers are cheap.
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